Horizontal Gene Transfer and its Detection
==========================================

Horizontal transfer can be defined as the exchange of genetic material between species without the aid of any form of sexual mechanism ([@b14-gmb-35-1078]). This phenomenon is widely documented in prokaryote species and plays a special role in prokaryotic and eukaryotic evolution and adaptation ([@b5-gmb-35-1078]; [@b37-gmb-35-1078]). Prokaryotes usually perform horizontal transfer of genetic material through Type IV secretion systems ([@b18-gmb-35-1078]), conjugation ([@b43-gmb-35-1078]), transformation ([@b11-gmb-35-1078]) or transduction ([@b44-gmb-35-1078]), all being biological mechanisms that ease the exchange of DNA. There are many cases of horizontal transfer documented for eukaryotic species as well ([@b19-gmb-35-1078]), although with a lower frequency than in prokaryotes, due to the lack of a well defined biological process for the exchange of genetic material between eukaryotic lineages without a sexual mechanism.

However, genetic elements like transposable elements (TEs) are capable of encoding enzymes that permit the integration of their DNA sequences into specific regions of the genome ([@b35-gmb-35-1078]). This characteristic enables transposable elements to insert themselves into different hosts, without the aid of special biological mechanism for DNA transfer. Several processes have been suggested in horizontal transfer of TEs in eukaryotes. For example, direct transfer of episomes ([@b26-gmb-35-1078]) or some retrotransposons capable of generating viral particles ([@b20-gmb-35-1078]). Also, transposable elements can putatively explore events like virus infections ([@b10-gmb-35-1078]) and parasite mediated transfer ([@b15-gmb-35-1078]) from one host to another.

Horizontal acquisition of genes is an important force in evolution, with examples of influence in the evolutionary history of many species ([@b17-gmb-35-1078]; [@b45-gmb-35-1078]). Of special importance is the acquisition of pathogenicity islands in prokaryotic species ([@b13-gmb-35-1078]), as those cases of horizontal transfer can promote the development of new pathogenic bacteria strains. Thus, the accessibility of accurate and precise methods to quickly identify horizontally transferred genes is of crucial significance to the study and broad comprehension of the processes that have shaped genomes. However the first challenge a researcher faces when identifying horizontal transfer events in whole genomes, and specifically in the case of transposable element horizontal transfer analysis, is the annotation of TE sequences ([@b12-gmb-35-1078]). Currently many methodologies are applied for TE annotation*,* however, there are no established ontologies like the Gene Ontology ([@b1-gmb-35-1078]) that greatly help the automated curation and annotation of large-scale datasets ([@b28-gmb-35-1078]).

Before the large availability of genome sequencing, the support for horizontal transfer detection was sparse, relying on standard molecular biology hybridization protocols or a small number of sequences ([@b7-gmb-35-1078]; [@b9-gmb-35-1078]). As genome sequencing technology progressed, the era of complete genomes brought a great opportunity for large-scale analysis of horizontal transfer events, where a big volume of data could be explored to develop new theories and analysis about the nature of this intricate evolutionary process ([@b32-gmb-35-1078]).

Initially, restrained in its ability to compute and process large quantities of data from full genome projects, indirect methods of detection for horizontal transfer were developed ([@b33-gmb-35-1078]). These methods relied on the detection of differential compositional patterns from nucleotide sequences ([@b31-gmb-35-1078]). They were based on the premise that sequences that have been transferred horizontally from a distinct donor to a new host would harbor a different nucleotide composition ([@b34-gmb-35-1078]). This would allow one to infer horizontal transfer in a certain region of the genome if its nucleotide composition statistically differs from the genome's average nucleotide composition. These methods, called surrogate methods, proved to be useful in identifying pathogenicity islands in prokaryotic genomes. However, they cannot be widely applied without a careful analysis of the results, since they tend to produce a large number of false positives and false negatives ([@b3-gmb-35-1078]). The availability of comparative methods that use phylogenetic inference and tree incongruence greatly expanded the set of tools for horizontal transfer, adding specificity but also increasing the computational costs for each analysis ([@b23-gmb-35-1078]). With the recently developed next-generation sequencing technologies and the low cost for complete genome sequencing genome sequence data is even more readily available. These data can now be used for a data-driven discovery of horizontal transfer, where the phenomenon can be modeled through the use of massive datasets bonded with exploratory and machine learning techniques.

Next, we will present the methods discussed above in more detail, also including a section on large-scale data visualization for horizontal transfer analysis.

Horizontal Transfer Analysis in Whole Genomes
=============================================

Surrogate methods for detection of horizontal transfer events can be defined as those that do not employ the construction of phylogenetic trees or other direct phylogenetic analysis ([@b33-gmb-35-1078]). Although surrogate methods present advantages in large-scale analysis of horizontal transfer, they have major drawbacks, especially the high rate of false positives that this kind of method can return. Errors of this type can be traced to the breaking of assumptions of the method. It has been demonstrated that intragenomic variation of codon bias can be large enough to be confounded with true significant variation that otherwise would be attributed to horizontal transfer ([@b16-gmb-35-1078]). Moreover, it has been suggested that both codon bias and base compositional indexes, common indexes used in surrogate methods, are poor indicators of horizontal transfer ([@b22-gmb-35-1078]). Surrogate methods can, however, be used when a quick scan for horizontal transfer is needed, but insufficient genome data are available for comparison. This is the case for a new genome with no closely related species genomes sequenced. In this particular case, comparative methods could not be applied with a high level of confidence, since the lack of paralogous/orthologous data can lead to mistaken results of horizontal transfer ([@b6-gmb-35-1078]). One remaining weakness of surrogate methods is related to the power of resolution over the time since the occurrence of the horizontal transfer. Genes that were introgressed will slowly acquire the host genome codon usage and compositional values in a phenomenon called amelioration ([@b24-gmb-35-1078]). This will lead to a masking of compositional differences, reducing the sensitivity of surrogate methods ([@b4-gmb-35-1078]). It also has been suggested that for successful integration and maintenance of genes in the host genome after a horizontal transfer event, both the recipient genome and the transferred genes must have codon bias compatibility ([@b25-gmb-35-1078]). This is a valid assumption for horizontal transfer of bacterial genes; however, its importance for the successful expression of TE genes remains to be accessed.

Specific software implementations exist for different approaches of horizontal transfer identification via surrogate methods. The Alien-Hunter software ([@b40-gmb-35-1078]) uses Interpolated Variable Order Motifs (IVOMs) to explore compositional biases for detection of horizontal transfer. This method employs variable order motif distributions to capture more reliably the local composition of a sequence compared with fixed-order methods ([@b40-gmb-35-1078]). It is assumed that the genome has a reasonably constant background sequence composition, derived from uniform mutational pressure over the complete genome. Thus, atypical sequences are inferred as horizontally transferred if the present window of analysis over the genome induces the current HMM to change from the "typical" to "atypical" state. Clustering of proxy variables from sequence composition has also proved to be an effective alternative to discrete modeling through hidden Markov models. The entropic clustering method ([@b2-gmb-35-1078]) uses the Jensen-Shannon divergence measure as a variable for posterior clustering of all genes in the genome in analysis, allowing identification of horizontal transferred sequences based on the dissimilarity of the cluster distributions.

However, it is also possible to use more flexible approaches in the identification of horizontal transfer using nucleotide and codon bias data. This can be achieved by the independent calculation of compositional indexes for each gene in the genome (or in a sliding window fashion), be it nucleotide indexes or codon bias values, and run the statistical analysis in a separate framework. The EMBOSS suite of software contains specific software implementations both for nucleotide indexes and codon bias calculations, and can be easily integrated in complex pipelines. The INCA ([@b38-gmb-35-1078]) system is a user-friendly graphical software program that allows the calculation of many codon bias parameters, also allowing the determination of sequence clusters via the self-organizing maps machine learning method ([@b41-gmb-35-1078]). The results of the independent codon bias and nucleotide indexes calculations can then be submitted to statistical analysis using the R system or other statistical frameworks.

Comparative methods rely on the existence of evolutionary related sequence data to identify horizontal transfer of genes in a determined species or group of species. This group of methodologies include phylogenetic and tree analysis, phylogenomic approaches and statistical analysis of phylogenetic indexes.

Local alignment similarity searches provide a quick and relatively inexpensive (in computational terms) way to identify related sequences in different databases. This property was explored to develop a method of horizontal transferred genes where simple assumptions are taken into account ([@b36-gmb-35-1078]). First, for a group of species, all genes are searched against each other in the different species of the dataset. From the results, only hits with an *e*-value of less than 1e-20 and with the following five hits homologous to the searched taxon are retained. Second, all of its homologs (of the hit selected in the previous step) are from a distant taxon, or the *e*-value of the closest homolog from a distant taxon is significantly lower than the *e-*value of the closest homolog not from the distant taxon ([@b36-gmb-35-1078]). This method uses the *e*-value as a proxy variable to compare putative horizontally transferred DNA from different genomes, assuming the *e*-value as an indicator of similarity.

The DarkHorse method ([@b29-gmb-35-1078]) also employs local alignment similarity searches as its start point for horizontal transfer detections in genomic scale. However, this methodology uses a specific metric to compare different horizontally transferred gene candidates, instead of the default *e-*value. This metric is called "lineage probability index" or LPI and represents the likelihood that the current gene under search was horizontally transferred taking into consideration the similarity of the gene with distant taxa and also the other genes in the dataset in relation to different taxa.

More recently a method based on phylogenetic distances (Distance Method) was introduced to avoid dealing with the intrinsic bias introduced in the process of local alignment similarity search ([@b42-gmb-35-1078]). In this methodology all phylogenetic distances from a gene family are calculated from different species, forming a dataset of all-against-all distance pairs. The distances are then analyzed to identify horizontal transfer through the comparative analysis of distances values between pairs of species according to a pre-defined species phylogeny. The method assumes that between pairs of species from the same branch of the three, all genes must have smaller distance values between each other than with other species in the tree. By transversing the tree and comparing all distances for the different pairs of species, the Distance Method can identify putatively transferred genes if the distances between taxa from other branches of the tree are smaller than with species within the same branch.

Comparative methods proved to be more sensitive and specific ([@b30-gmb-35-1078]). However, it is important to note that to work efficiently, comparative phylogenetic methods need a robust phylogenetic tree from the species under analysis as a reference. If this requirement cannot be met, surrogate methods can be applied in conjunction to provide additional support to the results, although a complete phylogenetic validation should be preferentially used if possible ([@b27-gmb-35-1078]).

A comprehensive analysis of multiple eukaryotic genomes can generate many megabytes of data, if not gigabytes. This is also true for the analysis of multiple horizontal transfer events, especially if using comparative methodologies. To tackle the problem of identifying data signals that lead to the identification of horizontal transfer, the use of large scale data analysis is imperative. Data clustering is the assignment of data points into subset classes, where the intraclass similarities are statistically more significant than the interclass similarities. Cluster analysis is thus a form of unsupervised learning, where no prior knowledge is used for the determination of the classes. There are two fundamental types of cluster analysis, one that employs a hierarchical approach and another that employs a partition approach to the data classification. Hierarchical methods find successive clusters by seeding the actual cluster with previous classified data. When no cluster is available, like in the initial round of clustering, each data point is considered an initial cluster. The algorithm then progresses by agglomerating similar data points based on metrics derived from distance measures between the data points. This kind of hierarchical clustering is called bottom-up, where each data point starts as a cluster and is fused with other data points as the cycles of clustering progress. It is also possible to use top-bottom approaches, where the whole dataset is initially considered as a single cluster and is progressively separated into small clusters, where the analysis of each data point identifies its separation based on distance measure metrics.

Hierarchical clustering analysis of large datasets is commonplace in many fields of biology today like expression analysis of microarray and RNA-seq data. However, this technique can be successfully exploited in the analysis of whole genome horizontal transfer datasets if the analysis considers each gene as a data point. In this manner, if a gene has a fixed number of variables associated with it, where such variables are indicators of phylogenetic or evolutionary events, those genes can be grouped through the clustering of one or more of those variables. It is important to consider the variance of the variables used for analysis and also the scale of each variable prior to the use of more than one as a group. If there are significant differences between the variables, a normalization step must be considered before the hierarchical clustering. There are many implementations of clustering analysis in software ranging from complete statistical packages like SPSS or SAS to specific library packages for the R platform. However, much of the analysis in whole genome horizontal transfer analysis needs to be integrated in a pipeline fashion, where flexibility is a positive characteristic in a software implementation of hierarchical clustering. In this form, the most useful software platforms to implement this kind of analysis are programming libraries. The Python programming language is considered one of the most flexible and user-friendly modern languages, with multi-paradigm programming capabilities and also clean syntax. Besides the availability of biology-centered programming libraries like Biopython ([@b8-gmb-35-1078]), PyCogent ([@b21-gmb-35-1078]) and Corebio, the Python language has many large-scale data analysis libraries, including for hierarchical clustering. One of the most documented and maintained data analysis library comes from the SciPy project, with the scipy-cluster plug-in. This library has implemented more than twenty clustering methods, including complete linkage, ward clustering and the centroid/UPGMC algorithm. Those can be quickly implemented in a pipeline alongside other statistical methods allowing for great flexibility in the large-scale analysis of genetic horizontal transfer. The R platform also contains a large number of programming libraries with different clustering methods. One advantage of the R platform is the possibility to prototype specific statistical analysis in integrated graphical interfaces like Rkward and R-Studio, before integration in the pipeline. The R libraries can also be conveniently accessed from the Python environment using the RPy library, making the two technologies very suitable for building large pipelines with many integrated complex statistical analyses. To conduct an exploratory analysis using hierarchical clustering it is also useful to have a graphical interface where it is possible to test different kinds of distance measures and normalizations in a sample of the data that is being analyzed. This kind of analysis can be conveniently performed in the HCE-Explorer software. This tool provides an interactive graphical user interface to explore large datasets before and after the hierarchical clustering analysis. Also, there are options to compare different runs of clustering, depending on the comparison of the parameters used for the analysis. This software was initially developed for the analysis of gene expression data; however, any dataset can be loaded if it conforms to the standard data format used by HCE-Explorer. This mainly consists of rows describing the main data point with variable values in the respective columns and can be loaded in the CSV data file format. Although only Windows binaries are available, the HCE-Explorer can run on Unix systems under the Wine platform.

Visualization of large-scale datasets can be a powerful tool to help identify patterns of horizontal transfer in genomic data. Although a young subject, many approaches from other fields of science can be applied to the visualization of horizontal transfer, such as graph analysis. Graph visualization is specially suited for the analysis of large-scale horizontal transfer because of the inherently high connection of data points, namely, the genes in a horizontal transfer analysis. These data points are not expected to behave in a tree-like fashion as observed in tree reconstruction phylogenetic analysis, since the variables accounting for genes that were subjected to horizontal transfer should reproduce the characteristics of transfer from one species to another. In a graph, data points that represent genes that have undergone horizontal transfer should connect more distinctly than data points that have not been horizontally transferred. Using variables like phylogenetic distance, one should expect to have connections between data points from distant species as an indicator of putative horizontal transfer. This kind of analysis can provide instant visual information about the patterns of organization of the genes that have undergone horizontal transmission. This kind of visualization was well employed in the analysis of the horizontal transfer events in the genomes of *Mycoplasma synoviae* and *Mycoplasma gallisepticum,* where a cluster of genes that had undergone horizontal transfer was clearly seen in a graph visualization of genes as data points, and the local sequence similarity score as a graph *e.g.* measure ([@b39-gmb-35-1078]). Two specific software programs implement useful methods for large-scale graph visualization. The Phylographer software program is a graphical environment that allows for flexible large-scale graph construction, with a simple data file specification where each gene can be considered as a node and any kind of variable can be attributed as an edge. This flexibility allows for the use of either similarity or phylogenetic variables as *e.g.* connection data. A drawback of the Phylographer software is the need for the TK/TCL platform and a less user-friendly interface than most modern packages for graph visualization. However, large graphs (more than 60,000 nodes) can be built in a matter of hours in a high-end workstation, producing a lightweight interactive interface that allows the manipulation of both nodes and edges and identification of dissimilar graph regions. A more modern system for graph visualization is the Gephi system, used extensively in the graph analysis community and under active development. The Gephi system is an open-source suite built in the Java language and is capable of multiple graph visualization layouts, including the arbitrary mapping of variables over node and *e.g.* properties. This system allows for more information to be added to the graph than the Phylographer software does. One example would be the mapping of gene length over node color, phylogenetic distance over *e.g.* width and GC content over node color. That kind of graph would allow for a complete picture of three different variables and their relationship with putative horizontal transferred genes, providing useful insights in the development of posterior specific analysis. The Python language also provides many libraries that can be effectively used to integrate large-scale graph visualization with analysis pipelines like the NetworkX and the python-graph libraries.

As a complex biological phenomenon, horizontal transfer is modulated and influenced by a number of variables, many unknown and inaccessible with our current set of tools. This lack of knowledge about the specific factors that drive a specific event can be partially overcome by massive datasets derived from analysis of the phenomenon. These datasets can be created by attaching specific variables to each gene in the analysis, in many related genomes and an integrated search for differential patterns of gene evolution carried out over the complete dataset. If evolutionary assumptions for horizontal transfer like small phylogenetic distance between distance species, low dS rates in genes in relation to the core genes in the complete genome and codon bias (as in surrogate methods) are taken into account, a specific model of horizontal transfer can be derived from an initial exploratory clustering analysis. This initial model can be supplied to supervised machine learning methodologies to identify similar patterns of genes in genomes of related species. This approach has the advantage of the use of real evolutionary signals, represented as the variables attached to each gene in the genome, in a large dataset to build a model that most closely represents horizontal transfer.

[Figure 1](#f1-gmb-35-1078){ref-type="fig"} presents an organogram representation of methods used for inference of horizontal transfer in complete genomes.

Conclusions
===========

Large-scale horizontal transfer analysis is a recent development, being fueled mainly by recent developments in sequencing technology. With the availability of large datasets of genomic sequences, many hypotheses about horizontal transfer of sequences between distant species could be elucidated, as well as the development and testing of new hypotheses regarding the specific evolutionary patterns of sequences that have undergone horizontal transfer.

The methods employed for such analysis have evolved at the same rate as data has accumulated. However, many of these lack implementation or have implementations that are not user friendly. This means more expense and time spent in the process of analyzing large-scale datasets, a laborious and time consuming endeavor *per se*. Additionally, the lack of a strong community built around the data and methods for analysis of horizontal transfer of transposable elements hinder the development of more advanced tools like common ontologies, essential for an efficient system of data communication. These issues need to be addressed in order to allow effective use of the available data and empower the development of more efficient large-scale analysis of horizontal transfer events.

From the methods presented to identify horizontal transfer, it is clear that surrogate methods should be employed only if no data are suitable for the use of comparative methods. Surrogate methods lag behind comparative methods in terms of resolution and specificity. Comparative methods, however, although more specific and with more power to identify old horizontal transfer events, require higher computational resources for their application on a complete genome scale and increase the complexity of large-scale analysis. Additionally, comparative methods should be applied only when a complete set of putative orthologs are available for the gene family or TE family under analysis.

As a whole, the field of methodologies for large-scale horizontal transfer analysis is in its infancy with many exciting developments under way. Many improvements are needed especially in the automation of TE annotation and in the sensitivity and specificity of the current methods to identify horizontal transfer events. Some of the drawbacks can be addressed with the development of specific machine learning implementations for horizontal transfer detections, as those methodologies can make use of hidden features of evolutionary variables from complete genome datasets to identify the subtle differences between genes inherited vertically or horizontally more accurately.

However, with the growing availability of complete genomes and the growing importance of the understanding of horizontal transfer as a force in the evolution of many species, the methodologies under development should quickly develop into fully established standards. Together with the growing datasets of genomic information, mature methods for horizontal transfer identification could help establish a new way of thinking about the long-term evolution of species.
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